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Introduction

Appreciation that phase instability in alloys is strongly influenced by

irradiation has continued to grow until now this topic is a major field of

radiation effects research. Early microstructural observations of irradiated

materials wore often focused on cavity swelling and to some extent on the

accompanying microstructural evolution under irradiation, such as changes in

density and character of the dislocation content. In materials that remain

compositionally stable this information alone is of great value in under-

standing the mechanisms by which radiation affects properties such as swel-

ling and creep. However, in complex alloys such as the austenitic stainless

steels, some of the earliest observations of cavity swelling also included

observations of second phase precipitate particle distributions not typical for material

with the same thermal history but without irradiation. It is our purpose to

show in what follows that it is important to account for the effects of

irradiation phase instability in understanding the effects of radiation on

swelling.

The physics of swelling in alloys has been already recognized as being

substantially different from that in pure materials even without phase in-

stability. The theory of point defect trapping and solute segregation have

lead to some understanding of the very la*-ge effects of solute additions on

swelling and creep. However, phase instability may

also occur with the addition of solutes. The whole area of point defect

trapping, solute segregation, and phase instability during irradiation has

received major emphasis at recent meetings devoted exclusively to this field

(1,2 ).

Early obf.ervati'i-;. jf phase instability under irradiation have been

reviewed by Stiegler and Mansur (3) . A discussion of irradiation phase in-

stability and a call for more work in this area was presented by Wilkes

(4). The work of Nelson, Hudson, and Mazey (5) en precipitate stability

during irradiation figured in his discussion as did the earlier work of



% Russell (6). An. early study to understand particle coarsening under irradiation

are also represented in the work of Baron et al. (7). Martin (8) has given

a discussion of several approaches taken to phase instability under irradiation

in his work on precipitation at point defect sinks. Much of the work on

irradiation phase instability per se has focused on the characterization of

precipitation and on the possible mechanisms leading to phase instability.

In the present paper, however, we focus attention on the complementary

area of the effects of irradiation phase instability on dimensional stability. In

particular we treat cavity swelling. Similar mechanisms would affect irradi-

ation creep. The subsequent treatment is divided into three sections. In

the next section we discuss the physics of possible reaction pathways by

which precipitation may affect swelling. Numerous different processes may

operate but each is found to fall into one of three more general modes. In

the following section we treat theoretically several specific mechanisms.

The emphasis on these mechanisms is motivated in part by recent experimental

observations and these are described. Results of calculations representing

situations relevant to experiments of interest are illustrated. The paper

is concluded with a summary and discussion.

Mechanisms

It has been demonstrated theoretically that virtually any change in

alloy microstructure or composition may affect swelling (9). Possible reaction

pathways coupling microstructure and composition to swelling are numerous

and interconnected. Experimental data revealing significant changes in

swelling with minor adjustments in composition or thermomechanical pre-

treatment are now commonplace (JO). Indeed even unintentional "heat to heat"

variations in nominally identical alloys are responsible for significant

effects on swelling microstructure and phase stability.
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We classify the physical mechanisnr by which precipitation may affect

swelling according to the scheme shown in Figure 1. The many mechanisms, of

which those shown in Figure 1 are only a subset, all fall into three classes

or modes of operation. Processes made p ible by the association Oi attach-

ment of precipitates to cavities we term the direct mode. Changes in swelling

produced by the effect of precipitation on the characteristics of other sinks

are termed indirect. Finally, precipitation effects on swelling may be mediated

through changes in the properties of the matrix that communicates among

all of the sinks. Below we describe several mechanisms exemplifying each

mode of operation.

Direct

Under the direct mode, three mechanisms are evident. Firstly, a shell

of segregated material or a second phase may form around the cavity. As has

been described previously in some detail this may have several effects. It

may change the elastic interaction of point defects with the cavity ( n ) .

Where the shell is stiffer than the matrix this leads to more rapid cavity

growth. A similar effect occurs where vacancy and/or interstitial diffusion

coefficients differ within the shell and the matrix C12). In addition, the

shell-cavity (or cavity embryo) interfacial energy may be different than the

matrix-cavity intcrfacial energy and this would change the cavity nucleation

rate and the cavity growth rate at high temperatures (13).

Additional processes may occur directly because of cavity-precipitate

association. These depend on the fact that the cavity-precipitate pair is a

larger sink for diffusing species than is the cavity alone. Thus the

precipitate-matrix interface may serve as a collector of gaseous impurities,

whether residual, deliberately injected, or produced by transmutation reactions

(14). Based on previous analyses of the effect of gas partitioning among sinks,

we expect this to lead to enhanced growth of precipitate-associated cavities

relative to matrix cavities (15).



collection of point defo..;..'. at precipitate-cavity pairs (16). Where the precipitation-

matrix interface is an easy diffusion path for point defects we expect the point

defects collected to be channeled to the attached cavity. The results of a

theoretical treatment of this mechanism are described in the next section.

Indirect

Precipitation may affect swelling by altering the characteristics of any

sinks other than cavities, thus altering the partitioning of point defects.

For example, in a manner analogous to the effect of a precipitate or segregate

shell around a cavity, a region of different composition in association with

a dislocation may affect the dislocation capture efficiency by elastic and

diffusive effects. Precipitates forming along

dislocation lines ma> also inhibit dislocation climb. Since the bias,

which depends directly on the dislocation capture efficiencies, drives swelling,

it is evident that such changes must affect swelling. In addition, precipitation

may also affect the densities of dislocations and it is known that dis-

location density is a key determinant of swelling.

However, dislocations are not in principle the only sink that may have

a preference for vacancies or interstitials. A precipitate may require the

absorption of a net excess of vacancies or interstitials in order to grow

( 6 ) , depending upon whether the volume per atm in the precipitate is larger

or smaller than in the v.iatrix. This is referred to in terms of the incor-

poration of vacancies or interstitials as chemical elements in the precipitate,

or more concisely as the "chemical vacancy" or "chemical interstitial" effect.

It has been shown previously that the bias of precipitates with respect to

cavities occurs in a symmetrical place to the bias of dislocations in the mathematical

relationships describing swelling (yj.

Finally ;p.e precipitates, even if they are neutral sinks, may present sites

for point defect recombination at the precipitate-matrix interface.
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The effect of the additional precipitate sink strength must then also be

considered, and this is treated in detail in the next section.

Mediated

Precipitation may affect the characteristics of the matrix itself. The

matrix mediates the communication of cavities with other sinks and with the processes of

production and recombination of point defects. Any change in the properties

of the matrix thus have a potential effect on swelling. Precipitation of

second phase particles of compositions different from the initial matrix

composition necessarily alter the matrix composition. Precipitation of second phase

particles occupying a few percent volume which are enriched in the major matrix

elements may make nonnegligible changes in the major composition of

the matrix. In this vein depletion of the nickel in the matrix of an austeni-

tic stainless steel from "\J4% to ^9% has been suggested as responsible for

the increased swelling observed in association with the precipitation (17). This

is motivated by the well established correlation observed between inci'easing

swelling and decreasing nickel concentration in pure Fe-Ni-Cr alloys (IS).

It has been found, however, that minor alloying elements or impurities

often exert the dominant influence or swelling (19). The theory of point

defect trapping has been demonstrated to explain some of the observed effects

of impurities on reducing cavity nucleation, cavity growth, and irradiation

creep (20) . In the next section we use the existing theory to calculate the

change in swelling caused by the simultaneous depletion of minor alloying

element traps and the formation of precipitate-matrix trap sites.



HeTe we describe in more detail the theoretical approach to treating the

mechanisms discussed in the previous section. A mechanism epitomizing each

of the modes of interaction of precipitation with swelling is treated. For

this analysis we employ the quasi-chemical reaction rate theory (9) . Below

we write the continuity equations for the point defect concen-

trations. Point defect generation, loss to sinks, loss to mutual recombination,

and point defect trapping are included (20).

Free vacancies:

GV + Er~vl ck - RC.CV - c v Z Ri£cr£ - c v E v c c * - c k - cr£) - KVCV = o. ci)

Free interstitials:

Gi + 5 > l l Ck ~ RCiCv - C i p v £ C k " C i I > i ^ C l - Ck ~ CW ~ KiCi = °« ™

The above summations range over the t = 1,2, ..., q types of traps. The equa-

tions given below describe point defect conservation at each of the L = 1,

2, ..., q types of traps.

Vacancies trapped at solutes:

V v ^ ' - Cv£ - ZW - \lCk ~ Ci\lCk - ° " ^
Interstitials trapped at solutes:

The G's describe the generation rates of vacancies and interstitials (subscripts

v and i) per unit time per unit volume. G = G(l — ef) + G™ where G is the

radiation-induced point defect generation rate and e is the fraction retained

in vacancy clusters. GT is the thermal generation rate, where G_, = EjG-|, =

DyC^ Ej^S^ . Mere Dv = D° exp(-E™/kT) is the vacancy diffusion coefficient

where D° is a constant, E is the vacancy migration energy, k is Boltzmann's

constant and T is absolute temperature. For fee materials

v V £ ^ l v £ / I ) ] P ( v / ) P C ^ A ) , (5)
is the bulk thermal concentration of free vacancies, where ft is atomic volume,
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Ce» is the concentration of thermal vacancies bound at trap type I, C^ is

the concentration of traps of type I and S and E are respectively the entropy

and energy of free thermal vacancy formation. E? is the ratio of free

y
thermal vacancies at sink type j to that in the bulk. For voids £ =

exp[(2-y/r — P )Q/kT], where y is the surface tension, ry is the void radius

Zand P is the pressure of any contained gas; for dislocation loops 5 = exp

[±(Y.p + E«)b2/kT], where y- is the stacking fault energy, En is the loop

elastic energy and b is a lattice dimension; for dislocations E; = 1 . SJ

is the strength for vacancies of the sink of type j; for cavities S =

p £ Q
4ir.Tr Z fr )nfr )dr . = 4irr Z N if average values are used, where Z (r )

c v c c c c c c e v c

is the capture efficiency for vacancies of a cavity of size c ,n(r )dr is

the number of cavities per unit volume between radii r and r + dr . r

is the average cavity radius, N is the total number of cavities per unit
Q

volume, and Z the average capture efficiency. For spherical precipitates

which act as sinks for point defects, the same form applies as for cavities

The symbol p for precipitates need only be substituted for c where i t appears.

For dislocations S = Z L where Z is the capture efficiency of a dislocation

for vacancies and L is the dislocation density. Dislocation loops may be

modeled as effective spherical sinks where the form of their sink efficiency

follows that foT voids, or as equivalent lengths of dislocation line where

the form follows that for dislocation lines. For interst i t ial generation

G. = G(l + e.) where e, is the fraction of interstitials injected when the

experiment being modeled is a self-ion injection experiment. The diffusion

coefficient and sink strengths for interstit ials are obtained from the

expressions above for vacancies by replacing v with i .

The terms RC.C , K C , and K.C. describe respectively the loss of free

vacancies and free interstit ials to sinks. C and C. are respectively the

concentrations of free vacancies and interstit ials per unit volume. R =

4 i r r
r(

D i + D
v)

 i s t n e coefficient of recombination where r denotes the

radius of the recombination volume. K and K. are the loss rates to all



dislocation, precipitate, and grain boundary. These coefficients are simply

related to the sink strengths given above as K̂ . = DyS and K? = D̂ S;?.

The remaining terms in eqs. (1)—(5) above account for the fates of

point defects associated with trapping. C1» and C'^ denote the concentrations

of interstitials and vacancies bound at trap type 1. R ^ = 4-irr̂ Dy and Ry^ =

4irr »D. denote the coefficients of recombination of free vacancies with

trapped interstitials and free interstitials with trapped vacancies

respectively at trap type I, where r.„ and r „ are the radii of recombination

for these complexes, T ^ = (b2/D°)exp[CE^ + E^/kT] and T ^ = (b2/D?)exp

[(E. , + F.m)/kT] express the mean time a vacancy or interstitial is trapped

at trap type t where b is the order of an atomic distance and E » and E.»

are the binding energies of vacancies and interstitials to trap type t. The

capture coefficients of trap type Z. for vacancies and interstitials are

denoted respectively by K » = 4irr"pD and K.» = 4Trrr/)D The products of

these K'S with (c£ — c'» - Cf») yield the capture rate at trap type I per

free vacancy or interstitial. Tho subtraction of the trapped vacancy and

interstitial concentrations, C'» and C'o, from the trap concentration C^

accounts for the probability of current occupation of a trap by a previously

trapped defect. In that case the trap is no longer a trap but a recombination

center. Using the free point defect concentrations, C and C-, obtained by

solving eqs. (1)—(4), we may write the cavity growth rate as

ZC(r )D [C - Ce(r )] - ZC(r )D.C.
V CJ V V V C J 1 C 1 1dt r

c

Precipitation Effect on Swelling through Changes in Ovei'all Sink Density

Precipitation may affect the overall sink density of a material. This

may occur both by the addition of precipitates to the population of sinks

and by changing the densities of other sinks such as dislocations. To
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evaluate the importance to cavity growth all we need do is derive the ratio

of the growth rate of a cavity in a system of arbitrary microstructure, say

microstructure (2), to the growth rate of a cavity in a system of a different

arbitrary microstructure, say microstructure (1) . In this section we assume

that there are no solute point defect traps for simplicity since the question

posed concerns only the direct effects of sink density. In a later section

we treat explicitly the effects of solute point defect traps. Neglecting

thermal vacancy emission, since it also does not bear directly on the question,

we may solve eqs. (1) and (2) to yield

C -
Li "
i " 2R

In microstructure (1) or (2), the a superscript on S. and S would be (1)

or (2) respectively. The sink strength is composed of a number of additive

contributions corresponding to the number of kinds of sinks. Thus

S? = Sa + Sj + Sa where the subscripts p, d, and c denote precipitates
i , v p d c i t > >

dislocations and cavities, for example.

Using equations (6), (7), and (8) we obtain for the growth rate of a

cavity in a system with microstructure a the relation

dra D.D8d r D.U n I"/ .-en \ 1/? -\ r- J JV

c I V /. 4RG \ i / l , r , » / -7 d 7 C 7c-7<i\ . a..cy/7p^c^ • -^F r ^ ^ ? r L [hy ~h v)* p p( iS
C L ' 1 V 1 V ' J

(9)

From eq. (9), we may write the ratio of cavity growth rates in microstructure (2)

and microstructure (1) as

(21N(2p p i 1 T

v I
. . _ _ . ' S > ' " / I I \
1 V 1

(10)
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•These are (a) Z? = Z? and Zp = Zc, i.e., the precipitate and cavity capture

efficiencies for point defects are equal, and (b) point defect loss is

dominated by either mutual recombination or absorption at sinks. Since

S. ^ S , eq. (10) may then be written

C2)

where n = 2 for sink-dominated and n = 1 for recombination-dominated situations.

If neither process dominates point defect loss then n lies between 1 and 2.

This is a remarkably simple result and shows that, under the conditions

for which it is derived, the ratio of cavity growth rates is directly

proportional to the dislocation density ratio and inversely proportional to

a power of the total sink strength ratio.

An Experimental Observation of Swelling with Changes in Overall Sink

Density. Figure 2 shows two micrographs each for a slightly different

material, where both the swelling and precipitation behavior differ sub-

stantially. Equation (11) may help to explain the results. The micrographs

shot* the precipitate particle and cavity microstructure in two modified 316

type stainless steels irradiated to 7 x 1026 n/m2 at 600°C in the fast reactor

EBR-II. The materials are nominally identical except that the one shown

in part (a) contains 0.08% phosphorous and 1.4% silicon while the one shown

in part (b) contains only half these concentrations.

Table 1 gives detailed information on the microstructures. As can be

seen the size and number density of precipitates in part (a) are larger than

in part (b) so that the difference in precipitate-matrix interfacial area

is about a factor of 10. The dislocation density in part (a) is one-fourth

that in part (b). Lastly, there are no cavities observed in part (a) but

cavities do exist in part (b) at an average radius of ^35 nm. Referring to



eq. (11) and inserting the appropriate values we expect that the growth rate

of cavities in part (a) would be at least an order of magnitude lower than

in part (b) . Thus we expect the cavities in part (a) if indeed there are

any, to be less than 3 nm, and hence probably not observed, in agreement

with the experimental result.

This result is obtained as follows. The ratio L^ J/L ' is measured

to be -V1./4. The ratio (S^ V S ' ) n is not known precisely but must be <1.

It is not known precisely because to our knowledge the sink strength of a

rectangular precipitate, as observed here, has not been derived. This is

the objective of ongoing work, however (21). Nevertheless, it is seen from

Table 1 that the interfacial area of precipitates in part (a) is ^10 times

that in part (b). We expect the surface area or a power of it to be

proportional to the sink strength. Judging from the sink strength of the

(2~) (2) i e
only other sink of significant density, dislocations> S^ ^ % S ' " "'

the sink strength is dominated by precipitates. This

demonstrates that S /S < 1. The conclusion of the previous paragraph

then follows. Thus, the swelling behavior observed is explained by the

analysis of this section.

Precipitation Effect on Swelling through Point Defect Trapping.

Precipitation may deplete point defect traps in the matrix. However, where

the precipitate particle matrix interface contains saturable trap sites

these may partially compensate the loss of matrix traps. For simplicity we

here model the precipitate-matrix trap sites in the same way as matrix trap

sites as has been done previously (22). Accounting for the spatial correla-

tion of the interfacial sites on each precipitate, however, does produce

distinctions between matrix traps and interfacial traps (23)- In the present

context, however, these differences in modeling precipitate-matrix interface trap

sites are unimportant. It is found below that for typical precipitate particle

distributions the interfacial trap sites produce negligible effects on swelling

with respect to matrix trap sites because of the smaller number of interfacial

trap sites available. I'J-



nave proven previously that vacancy trapping with binding energy

E is equivalent in its effect on swelling and creep to interstitial

trapping with energy E. where eqs. (13) OT (15) of Ref.(2O) give the necessary

relationships between E and E. and other system parameters. Under the

conditions described in Ref.(20) this relationship may be written

(Dr
- — 1 - (12)

D°r: '
v i

The symbols here have been defined earlier. To put matrix and interfacial

traps on the same basis for comparison we take the binding energy to both

types of traps, matrix and interfacial, to equal E .

To keep track of the total solute concentration to use in the trapping

theory, several auxiliary conservation equations are necessary. These

relations use the following notation. Total solute concentration >cr unit

volume is denoted by C . The concentration of solute (trap:;) in the

matrix per unit volume of specimen is C~ and the concentration of solute in

precipitates per unit volume of specimen is C . It is also useful to define

the concentration of solute in the matrix per unit volume of matrix, C ,

and the concentration of solute in precipitates per unit volume of precipi-

tate, C . The relation between the primed and unprimed quantities is simply

Ct = cVv (15)
P P P

and

Cm' = < / ^ - V (14)

where V is the volume fraction of precipitate. For simplicity here it is

assumed that the volume per atom in precipitate and matrix are equal so that

corrections not essential to our main point here need not be introduced.
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For any volume fraction of precipitate, conservation of solute requires

C* + C* = C* (15)
m p

or from eq. (13)

C* = C r - C* V (16)
m p p

Equation (.16: gives the concentration of solute per unit specimen volume

remaining in the matrix and hence functioning as traps. To find the tota]

concentration of traps per unit specimen volume we add to this quantity the

concentration of traps per unit specimen volume contributed by precipitate

particle-matrix interfaces. This latter quantity is given by

cs= y \ (l7)

where A is the to ta l precipitate-inatrix interfacial area per unit specimen

volume ami A"1 is interface aroal trap density. For spherical precipi tates

of concentration N and volume fraction V , eq. (17) becomes

1/3
C = C36TTN V2) /A. . (18)
s *• p p t

The total trap concentration per unit specimen volume is thus CL + C with

the former given by equation (16) and the la t te r given oy equation (18J.

I l lus t ra t ions of Precipitation Effect on Swelling through Point Defect

Trapping. Tigure 5 shows how the concentrations of traps vary as functions

of precipitate volume fraction. For these examples the in i t i a l fractional

solute concentration in the homogeneous matrix, C ;". is taken as 1°° of the atoms

in the specimen. The fractional concentration of solute in prec ip i ta te , C 0,
?

is taken as 25-*> of the atoms in the precipi tate . The solid curve i l l u s t r a t e s

the decreasing concentration of solute in the matrix per unit specimen

volume, C . as a function of volume fraction prec ip i ta te . At V =41 the
m P

centration C^ of course reaches zero because the solute in the matrix is

exhausted.



6n precipitate-matrix interfaces. There are three dashed curves to span the

range from low to high interface trap concentration. The upper curve shows

the results for a high precipitate concentration, N = 1 * 1022 nf 3,

with the areal trap density as high as possible, i. e., equal to the density

of atoms on the interface. This is indicated by A = 10"19 m~2. The two lower

curves repi'esent as indicated a precipitate concentration of 1020 m"2, with the

area per trap equal to 10" 19 m"2; and a precipitate concentration of ]022 m"3

with one one-hundredth of the above areal trap density, i.e., 10~17 m"2.

For these conditions \;e see that the matrix traps are much more numerous

than the interfacial traps unless there is a triple coincidence of high precipitate

density, high interface areal trap density, and nearly complete depletion of

matrix solute by precipitation.

To determine the effect of precipitation on swelling through mediation

of point defect trapping, we incorporate the above results into the theory

of point defect trapping outlined earlier. Using the total trap concentra-

tion as a function of volume fraction precipitation, the ratio of the swelling

rate with precipitates to the rate without precipitates or solute traps may be calculated.

The results are illustrated in Figure 4. There are three curves corresponding

to the combination of the solid curve of Figure 3 with each of the three

dashed curves. For either N = 1020 tn"3 and A_ = 10"19 m"2 or A = 1022 m3

p t P

and A = 10"17 m2, the figure shows that only matrix traps are effective in

reducing swelling — the precipitate-matrix interfacial traps are ineffective.

This is evident from the result that the swelling rate rises to nearly i t s

level for a pure material when a l l the matrix traps are depleted, i . e . , at

V = 4?6. Only where both precipitate concentration and areal trap density

are quite high, N = 1022 m~3 and At = 10"19 m2, do the interfacial traps

created on precipitation suppress swelling to a level somewhat comparable

to that caused by the matrix traps before they were depleted by precipitat ion.

Another important observation can be extracted from Figure 4. Consider

the two cases where the precipitate-matrix interfacial traps are ineffective

IS



in suppressing swelling, the two upper curves. From the sharp upturn in the

curves only after most of the possible precipitation has occurred, i.e., where

depletion of most of the solute initially present in the matrix has taken

place, it is evident that point defect trapping in the matrix is effective in

suppressing swelling even when most of the traps have been depleted. From

Figure 4 it is shown that for these conditions swelling is still suppressed

to a level comparable to that obtained when all the traps are present even

when ^3/4 of the traps have been depleted by precipitation. This effect was

also clear in Ref. (20) where it ;vas shown that the first traps introduced

into a pure inaterial were mare effective in suppressing swelling than were

an equal number introduced Into a material already containing traps. Tnis

principle has implications for the interpretation of swelling in complex

alloys such as the austenitic stainless steels. In these materials minor

alloying elements at levels of order 1% are generally only incompletely

depleted in the matrix by precipitation. Thus loss of swelling suppression

by loss of point defect trapping in the matrix is probably not the main cause of

tne increased swelling often observed on precipitation. In the nert section

we describe a mechanism which may be responsible for increased swelling upon

precipitation.

Precipitation Effect on Swelling through Point Defect Collection

Often it is observed that the cavities attached to certain types of

precipitates, notably the eta, G, and Laves phases in austenitic stainless

steels, grow substantially larger than those in the matrix. A possible

mechanism that has been hypothesized and explored in

detail recently (16), is that the precipitate-matrix interface may serve as a

sink for point defects and provide an easy diffusion path for the collected

point defects to the attached cavity. This augments the normal absorption of

point defects at the cavity matrix interface. In this paper we outline the

growth kinetics of the cavities in cavity-precipitate pairs where the entire



pair-matrix interface collects point defects, and compare the results with

those for cavities in the matrix. The formalism includes for generality the

possibility that the cavity-precipitate pair may have different point defect

capture efficiencies than the matrix cavity, and that the two types of cavities

may occur in different specimens where the overall sink strengths are different.

Consider a cavity-precipitate pair where the cavity and precipitate are

modeled as spheres in contact. The precipitate radius is r ,

the attached cavity radius is r and the radius of a matrix cavity is r .

The cavity-precipitate pair may be treated as an equivaleh- sink of

radius r, , where r, is chosen so that the point defect current to the

equivalent sink equals that to the cavity-precipitate pair. The current of

vacancies or interstitials to the attached cavities, I ., can be written

Ib . = 4Trr,2Jb . . (19)
v,i b v,i

The net current of point defect volume equals the rate of increase of cavity

volume,

cp dt '

so that

dr rr

"dl2 = i|~ \ r ~ Jir '

The flux to a spherical sink is a well known result that can be expressed as

<i--ZviMCvi-Cvi(rb)K C22D

where C ^ is the vacancy or interstitial concentration and Ce .(r,) is the

vacancy or interstitial concentration in thermal equilibrium with the sink

of radius r, . (This form ignores multiple sink or correlation effects that

arise at high sink densities.) When Zy . T- 1, the absorption of point defects

at the precipitate-cavity pair interface is diffusion controlled and this is

the case we illustrate.

n



Using eqs. (21) and (22), the growth rate of a cavity attached to a

precipitate can be written as

= — — Z D C - Z.D.C. - Z°D Ce(rh) (23)

d t r T I v v v i l l v v v1- oJ I *• J

cp cp

where we neglect C.(r, ) because of the high formation energy of interstitials

in materials of interest. The corresponding expression for the growth rate

of a matrix cavity is given by eq. (6) as

~ = — [zCD C - Z?D.C. - ZCD Ce(r )1 . (24)
d t r | _ v v v i l l v v v c J J *• J

Comparing the two expressions, eqs. (23) and (34), reveals the effects of the

attachment of the cavity to the precipitate. There is the factor r,/r ,

b c
the generally different capture efficiencies Z and Z and finally the fact

that C and C. may differ in the two expressions if the matrix cavities and

attached cavities occur in two different specimens where the overall sink

strengths are different.

To facilitate an analytical approach we substitute in to eqs. (23) and (24)

the expressions for the point defect concentrations, eqs. (7) and (8). For

simplicity we ignore thermal vacancy emission. Equation (23) becomes

dt " r r ^TlT \ v i ~ i V I \\ m (1) ' ~ ' C J

cp cp \ D.D S. JS^ '
L v i v i V

and eq. (24) becomes

-]

SL
D D.

dt r- 2R \ vJi "i v
zc

~ Z i S fl +
4RG

. D s f
1 V 1

(26)

where the superscripts (1) and (2) allow for the possibility that the attached

cavities occur in one specimen while the matrix cavities occur in another specimen.

Taking the ratio of eq. (25) to eq. (26) gives the relative growth rate of the

attached cavity to the matrix cavity as



dr
c

dr

r r,
c b

rcp rcp

v v

J/2

\ |J |jt3t O /

\ v i i v /

v 1

\ V 1 1 V '

(27)

The importance here is that the modification in growth rate for an attached

cavity relative to a matrix cavity is expressed in three multiplicative

functions, These are a geometric function r, r /r2 ; a bias modification

function, the ratio of terms in parentheses; and a sink strength modification

function, the ratio of terms in square brackets.

To relate the growth rate of attached cavities to that of matrix cavities

in the same material, which is the interest here, only the first two factors

need to be considered in general— a geometric enhancement factor and a

composite bias modification factor which involves the products and differences

of the capture efficiencies and densities and of all sinks in the material.

Unless the capture efficiencies of the matrix cavity and the cavity-precipitate

pair differ it can be shown (16) that the bias modification factor reduces to

unity. This condition may be fulfilled where the precipitate does not

misfit greatly in terms of volume per atom. This is the case for the n, G,

and Laves phases mentioned earlier.

In what follows we therefore investigate the effect of the geometrically

enhanced collection of point defects. To integrate eq. (27), the form of r,

must be specified. In ref. (16) we show that the form

b *• p cpJ
(28)

is an adequate choice. With n = 2 or 3 there is little difference in the

results. Below we show results for the case for n = 2. Equations (27) and (28)

give for this case

dr
cp _\ cp

vl/n

cp

(29)



For any range of r , r , and r the relative growth rates of precipitate-

attached and matrix cavities can be explored using eq. (29). For r > r ,

it is evident that the enhancement in the growth rate of the attached cavity

is substantial unless r > r .

The enhancement depends on the radii r , r and, r , and obviously
p cp, c

diminishes when r becomes large with respect to r or r or both. But

it is the integrated effect of the geometric collector enhancement which

is of practical interest. In particular, if the initial sizes of

attached and matrix cavities are respectively r° and r°, we require

the relationship between r and r after an arbitrary dose. Equation (29)

can be written in variables — separated form and integrated. To perform the

integration, it is necessary to know how r depends on r . Two examples to

span a range of possibilities and coirespond to simple hypothetical experiments

re considered. In the first, precipitates are imagined to be induced and

grown to a stable size without significant cavity formation. Cavities are

then nucleated on the precipitate-matrix interfaces and in the matrix. For

a simple direct comparison we consider the situation where both types of

cavities are initially of the same size r° = r° = r . - Equation (29) can
Cp L O

then be integrated to yield

\ o /

1/2

• (30)

The second example considered is where r = ar , i.e., the attached

cavity and the precipitate both increase in size in direct proportion.

Equation (29) yields for this case

r
-
r

1/2

(31)



growtn razes or attacnect ana isolated cavities ana relate tne sizes or tne

two types of cavities after an arbitrary dose. Figure 5 shows the relative

cavity growth rates versus the ratio of sizes of precipitate-attached and

matrix cavities, r /r , for a range of values of precipitate to cavity size,

r /r . This represents eq. (29) with n = 2. The curve for r /r is a

reference condition for the case where there are no precipitates. For this

condition the growth rates follow.' the well-known inverse dependence on cavity

size. Thus when r /r < 1 we have dr /dr ^ 1, when r /r = 1 , corresponding

to the case where enhanced point defect collection is negligible. Following

a verticle line for any fixed value of r /r we see that for large

precipitates, r /r > 1, the rate of growth of the attached cavity *J the

matrix cavity becomes larger than the value for r /r ^ 0. For example, for

r /r = 1 and r /r = 8 we find that the attached cavity grows ^ 8 times
cp" c p c J &

faster than the matrix cavity. The enhancement of cavity growth rate possible

by point defect collection at precipitate-matrix interfaces is thus quite

large.

Of more relevance, however, is the size of the precipitate-attached

cavity compared to the matrix cavity after the dose necessary for a finite

increase in size of the matrix cavity. Figure 6 gives the radius r as a

function of r , both normalized to the initial cavity size r , for the case

where the precipitate size r is stationary with time and for a range of

precipitate sizes, r /r . This corresponds to diffusion limited point defect

absorption. For example, in the time it takes for the matrix cavity to

increase in size a factor of 3, the precipitate-attached cavity increases

in size about a factor of six when the precipitate is initially 15 times the

size of the cavity. Figure 6 also shows the diminishing enhancement of point

defect collection both as the precipitate size increases and as the cavity

size increases. This is a reflection of the fact that the derivative in



Figure 5 is essentially inversely proportional to the ratio of r to rc.

Figure 7 shows the radius r as a function of r, for the case where the

precipitate is growing along with the cavity, eq. (31), for a range in the

precipitate to cavity size proportionality constant, a. For small propor-

tionality constants, the enhancement in cavity size is small and for large

proportionality constants th enhancement is correspondingly larger, as

expected.

The predictions made using this theoretical model and illustrated by

Figs. 5—7 can be compared with experimental results corresponding to the

condition treated. Figure 8 shows micrograph revealing the precipitate and

cavity inicrostructure in a titanium-modified 316 stainless steel irradiated

in EBR-II to a dose of 7 x io26 n/m2 at a temperature of 482°C. The pre-

cipitates observed are primarily n phase. Note that many of the cavities are

attached to precipitates. The right hand side of the figure shows two

cavity diameter-frequency histograms. The solid curve represents cavities

in the matrix while the dashed curve represents the cavities attached to

precipitates. The average size of the cavities attached to precipitates is

nearly twice as large as that of those isolated in the matrix. These results

can be interpreted as consistent with the point defect collection hypothesis

developed here and in Ref. (16). Further experiments to investigate this

mechanism are in progress (24).

Summary and Discussion

The aspect of irradiation phase instability emphasized in this paper LS

the effect on swelling. Previous theoretical and experimental work has

shown that virtually any change in microstructure or composition will produce

corresponding changes in swelling behavior. Numerous reaction pathways exist

which may connect swelling with irradiation phase stability.

Some of the possible mechanisms are enumerated in Figure 1. The mechanisms

may be grouped by three distinctively different modes of operation. Their

effects may be direct by cavity-precipitate particle association, indirect



"cavities, precipitates and other sinks. The'mechanisms

are discussed in the section following the Introduction. The theory necessary to

understand the first mechanism listed under each mode in Figure 1 is developed

in the "Theory" section. Results of calculations and experimental observations

that can be explained by the theory are also described in this section.

Principles for alloy design for swelling resistance are evident in each

of the summary sections below.

Precipitation Effect on Swelling by Changes in Overall Sink Density

The effect on cavity growth rate of changes in overall sink density

caused by precipitation is expressed by eq. [10) or under simplifying

approximations by eq. (11) . The cavity growth rate ratio in two materials

responds, roughly speaking, directly to the dislocation density ratio and

inversely to a power in the total sink strength ratio. Experimental results

that may be explained by this mechanism are described.

Precipitation Effect on Swelling through Changes in Point Defect Trapping

The established theory of point defect trapping has been used to

evaluate the effect on swelling of the depletion of matrix solute traps with

formation of precipitates rich in the solute and the effect of the simultaneous formation

of trapping sites on the precipitate-matrix interface. The results of calcu-

lations in the parameter regime of technological interest are summarized

below.

1. For typical solute trap concentrations, precipitate size

distributions and interfacial trap densities, the interfacial traps

have less effect on swelling than the solute atoms in the matrix.

2. The reduction of swelling caused by traps in the matrix at concen-

tration of order 1% is not lost unless precipitation reduces the

solute concentration by nearly an order of magnitude.

A3



Precipitate Effect on Swelling by Point Defect Collection

For cavity-precipitate pairs where the precipitate interface with the

matrix channels point defects to cavities,the cavity growth rate is enhanced

over the growth rate of a cavity isolated in the matrix by the function

g(...)*bC-•0'eC-••)• This is a schematic form of eo. (27). Here the g is a

geometric function containing only the radii of matrix and attached cavities

and the radius of the precipitate. The function b( . . . ) is a bias modifica-

tion function and contains the capture efficiencies and sink strengths of

all the sinks. The function e( . . . ) is an environment modification function

accounting for the possibility that cavities in two different specimens are

being compared and containing the sink strengths of all the sinks and

information on point defect recombination and point defect generation.

Geometrical collection, the most important effect for precipitates not

strongly biased for vacancies or interst i t ials , is described in detail.

Typically the attached cavity is expected to grow to several times the size

of the matrix cavity. Experimental results that may be explained by this

mechanism are described.



Table I. Composition and Microstructure of Alloys Shown in Figure 2

Cone Cone
Alloy P Si

n . Cavity Cavity
Density _. ' n •*.
, _2-\ Diameter Density
{m J (ran) Cm"3)

Precipitate Precipitate
Density Side Lengths
O~3) (nm)

a 0.08 1.4

b 0.04 0.7

8.0 x 1013

3.1 x 1014 35 1.6

6.0 x 1020 300 x 20 x 10

2.0 x 1026 200 x 10 x 5



FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 - Three classes or modes are identified by which precipitation may

affect swelling under irradiation. The several mechanisms

discussed in this paper cover the three modes.

Fig. 2 - Micrographs of two alloys of 316 stainless steel showing precipitates

and cavities. In (a) the atomic concentrations of interest are

0.08% P, 1.4% Si and in (b) the concentrations are 0.04% P and 0.7% Si.

The alloys were irradiated in EBR-II to a. fluence of 7 x 1026 n/cm2

at 600°C.

Fig. 3 - The atomic concentration of traps versus volume fraction oi precipitate

for an initial matrix solute concentration of 1% and a solute con-

centration in the precipitate phase of 25%. The symbol C , denotes

either the concentration per unit specimen volume of solute in the matrix

'solid line), C , or the concentration per unit specimen volume of

traps on precipitate matrix interfaces (dashed lines), C . The three

dashed lines denote different combinations of precipitate number

densities and interface areal trap densities.

Fig. 4 - The calculated ratio of swelling rate with matrix solute traps and

precipitate interface traps to the swelling rate with no traps as a

function of precipitate volume fraction. The three curves correspond

to the total trap concentrations obtained by summing the solid curve of

Figure 3 with each of the dashed curves.

Fig. 5 - The calculated growth rate of a cavity attached to a precipitate

relative to that of a cavity in the matrix as a function of the ratio

of cavity sizes and for a range in the precipitate size.



Fig. 6 - The size of the cavity attached to the precipitate versus the size of the

cavity in the matrix for a range of precipitate sizes where precipitate

size is stationary in time. Sizes given in units of the initial

cavity size.

Fig. 7 - The size of the cavity attached to the precipitate versus the size

of the cavity in the matrix where precipitate size is proportional

to attached cavity si~e, for a range in the proportionality constant

a. Sizes given in units of the initial cavity size.

Fig. S - Precipitate and cavity sizes for a titaniinn-modified Mb type stairless

steel irradiated in i-BR-Il to a dose of 7 x IO 2 D U/CM2 at a temperature

of 4S2°C. On the left is a micrograph showing cavities in the matrix

and cavities attached to n phase precipitate particles. On the

right is a cavity size histogram showing tno percentage of cavities

at each cavity diameter for the matrix cavitie_, (solid curve) and

the cavities attached to prc: ipitates (dashed curve).
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